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Summary: Gives some background of life when he was young and first settled here. 

Index Subject 

000-075 Talking about the post-depression years also talking about 
some kind of job someone wouldn't give. 

075-089 Discussing how he obtained the building his bar was in. 

089-095 When he started the tavern 

095-109 ; Discussing the beginning of businesses during Roosevelt's time 

109-134 The meals he served in the tavern 

134-144 Discussing the miners payday and the tavern cashing their checks 

144-173 Discussing some of the relatives and their occupations 

173-Y79 What his daughters did 

179-186 Who he hired to work in this tavern 

186-205 Talking about his kids and running his business 

205-225 Who his customers were 

225-263 Talking about his experience in the mines 

263-367 Bad scenes he saw in the mine 

367-423 Discussing the boarding houses the miners lived in 

423-490 Discussing a fight he had with his brother-in-law at the 
tavern 

490-616 

000-085 

085-161 

161-237 

Discussing who carried guns in the old days - continuing his story 

Discussing the men corning to Ishpeming from Chicago to collect 
money 

The group of men who wanted to start a protection group 

Discussing the Cosacks working at the mine 
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237-271 

271-297 

297-319 

319-400 

400-462 

462-494 

494-521 

521-575 

575-628 

Subject 

Discussing getting a loan to open his tavern 

Discussing his experience with night school 

What the hardest thing for his to get used to in the U.S. 

What they raised on the ranches and about the people who ran them 

Talking about some people and wine, and gun fights 

I think he's talking about some relatives 

His involvement in WWI 

Discussing where his children were born and who delivered them 

Discussing attitudes of people in Italy 


